The Volleyball Incident

Chris was at his friend's house playing volleyball and whenever he messed up he would swear. His friend Michael would say "Where's the soap?" to the owner of the house, Anthony.

After many repeated incidents, and after Michael said "Where's the soap?", Anthony said "No seriously, I've had it with your language, either you let us clean it up for you, or you are never coming here again. Chris really enjoyed coming to this friend's house and playing so he decided to submit to whatever Anthony had in mind. Anthony made him sign a contract to prove he allowed what was about to happen to him. He went in his house and came back with a small basin of water, a bar of pink Camay soap, Dawn Wash & Toss dish wipes, a bottle of Dawn Complete Floral Scent, Dawn Power Dish Brush, a bottle of Palmolive, a dish rag, a bar of Coast soap and multiple pairs of rubber gloves.

He said since everyone there was exposed to Chris' filthy, dirty, and disgusting language, they should do their part in cleaning it up. Michael was very excited and chose to use the Dawn Wash & Toss dish wipes.

Chris sat down in a chair and Michael donned a pair of rubber gloves and took one of the dish wipes and dipped it in the basin repeatedly until he formed a good lather. He then shoved the wipe in Chris's mouth and scrubbed every inch of it until he was sure it was completely cleaned.

Ashely went next she also put on a pair of rubber gloves and chose to use the Camay soap. She lathered it up in the basin and pushed it in and out of Chris mouth. She rubbed it all over his tongue and made him bite into it as she pulled it in order to scrape some soap off onto his teeth.

James was the next person to get a pair of gloves. He grabbed the Dawn Complete Floral Scent and squeezed some into Chris' mouth he then picked up the Power Dish Brush and inserted into Chris' mouth and pressed the button. He used the brush to scrub all around the inside of Chris's mouth. Lather was billowing out of Chris' mouth. By this point Chris was growing tired of the treatment he was getting and decided he was going to leave. He got out of the chair and tried to run away.

James tackled him.

Anthony said apparently Chris can't be trusted to stay in his chair so we are going to have to hand cuff him and tie his ankles to the legs of the chair. Chris was forced into the chair and people stood guard over him while Anthony got the hand cuffs and rope from his house.

He returned and Chris was properly restrained for the reminder of his punishment.
Brian was next he picked up the dish rag and put it in the basin then he removed it and squeezed a lot of Palmolive on it. He rubbed it to work up a rich lather and then like the other before him did scrubbed Chris' mouth out thoroughly.

The last person to go was Anthony. He picked up the bar of Coast soap and lathered it thoroughly. He made Chris hold the well lathered bar in his mouth while he put on rubber gloves and squeezed some Dawn Complete and some Palmolive on the right hand fingertips of the gloves. With his left hand he spun the bar of Coast around in Chris' mouth a few times and then removed it. He put his soaped up fingers in Chris' mouth and scrubbed his tongue for a long time.

Then he grabbed one of the Wash & Toss dish wipes and lathered it up and made Chris hold it in his mouth while the last punishment was prepared. Anthony squeezed a lot of Palmolive and Dawn into the basin and swished it around rapidly with his fingers. He then removed the wipe from Chris' mouth and told Chris he wanted him to roll his tongue in the basin. He pushed Chris' head into the basing and Chris rolled his tongue and made huge bubbles which eventually completely filled the basin.

Once the basin was completely filled Chris' punishment was over. It probably doesn't surprise but Chris cleaned up his language after this incident.